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Decision of the ASM Student Judiciary
in the matter of

A personal complaint regarding a candidate’s election publicity materials.

The complaint forwarded by ASM Student Member and heard by Student Judiciary Member Liza Kessler has been decided in the following manner:

Nathan J. Henry brought a complaint against Cameron Scott and Tom Lukas for putting up campaign posters regarding Henry’s campaign for the ASM Student Council, without his permission, and which were very misleading and potentially inflammatory.

The Student Judiciary finds that Henry’s complaint against Scott and Lukas has merit. The posters were put up without his knowledge or permission, and did not accurately represent his political views.

The Student Judiciary requires that Scott and Lukas write a letter of apology to Henry.

 X. The decision was unanimously agreed upon.
 The decision was opposed by .
 No decision was made.

* Editors Note – This case precedes the official numbering system. Pursuant to the Order Revising Citation Formats, 2004 SJ Ord. 3, it has been designated 1994 ASM SJ 2.